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Speaker for March 18th, 2018
François Capmeil
- Brown’s Gas for Health & Longevity -

A

biomedical engineer by trade, François
has dabbled in many areas to do with
unseen energies. Following a health issue,
he explored the possibilities offered by
Brown’s Gas.
Brown’s Gas (BG), discovered by the late
Yul Brown, is a form of charged hydrogen
(mono-atomic hydrogen H+), that does
not exist in nature as it reverts quickly to
di-atomic hydrogen (H2-) and recombines
with oxygen to form water (H2O). To test the effects of the gas and
the health effects, François built a special electrolyser based on an
overseas kit, modified for use in Australia, and tried it for two months.
The BG gas generated passes through a water bubbler before connecting to a standard nasal nose cannula for breathing. The water
become highly charged and is used as a health drink. François will
explain the health benefits of both breathing the gas, and drinking
the energised water, and demonstrate the use of the machine.
The highly charged water can also be applied topically on the skin
and the gas can be delivered via a sealed bag to your joints, for example. You will have a chance to try breathing Brown’s gas and drinking
/ dowsing the water.
You can visit www.orgoneaustralia/brown-gas.htm to enquire about
the electrolyser, and you can read more on Brown’s Gas here:
http://www.health-science-spirit.com/brownsgas.pdf
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From the Editor

he March meeting will see our AGM take place, and we will select
our committee members and President. The AGM only takes a few
minutes normally and we will continue with our meeting as per normal.
Some very exciting news:
Two new seminars are planned for this year.
Jill Turland will be presenting a Radionic Homeopathic Remedy one day
seminar on Sunday 6 May 2018. Jill has spoken at a recent meeting
which was very successful.
Maggie Lowe will be presenting a Dowsers Beginners and Refresher
Course on Sunday 24th June 2018. Maggie is our main tutor and a great
teacher.
The seminars details and registration forms are on our website. You can
already register by downloading the registration form and forwarding it
to Dawn, our seminar organiser. Our website address:
www.dowsingaustralia.com.
The details of these seminars will be published in the newsletter ahead of
time.
Now for the very big news:
To celebrate our Society’s 35th Anniversary in 2019, we are in the process of organising a Two Day International Dowsing Conference featuring international guest speakers, workshops and a celebratory Cocktail party for members.
The conference will be held at the beginning of November 2019. I will
keep you posted regarding registration, speakers, costs and other details.
This is an exciting venture for our Society and our conference committee
looks forward to seeing you there next year.
Until next time 								François
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A Master of Radiesthesia Speaks
Translated from an article in La Revue Internationale de
Radiesthesie and reproduced by permission of the Editor.
(You cannot accuse the French of modesty...Ed)

A

t the urgent request of his
friend and colleague, M. Emile
Christophe, M. l’Abbe Bouly, the
venerated pioneer of Radiesthesia
(the word he invented), consented
to send him - for the benefit of the
readers of R.I.R., who express their
lively gratitude - his photograph
and a few hastily written but precious notes.
They reveal the truly scientific outlook and the extreme modesty of their illustrious author, who has always
shown himself keenly opposed to any kind of vain publicity and entirely
indifferent to applause.
Start of my career
In June, 1913, the year of the first Congress des Sourciers, a family, the
father of which was the son of an illustrious member of the Academy of
Sciences, arrived from the Ardennes to pass the summer at Hardelot.
At that time there were few people to be seen on our little seafront, so we
often had the opportunity of chatting together, for he was a good talker
and I liked his conversation. One day the conversation turned to the art
of dowsing. Since my earliest childhood I had always wanted to be a
dowser; I am of peasant stock, and I love the water, the earth and the
trees. I believed in that mysterious gift which is possessed by certain people, but that day I pretended to be a sceptic.
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I said to him, “You will never make me believe that water can be found 50
metres down, that one can say where it comes from, where it is going, what
its yield is, its depth and its quality. No, I don’t believe it.” All the same, I
did believe in it a little, but I wanted to know what he thought. “But, M.
le Cure,” he said, “I assure you there are some people who can do all that, and
if you like I will show you how they work; I am an amateur dowser myself.”
I had found my man, but I did not keep him.
Several days passed, and by I know not what chain of circumstances we
did not meet again until one evening I learnt that he was about to leave
Hardelot. I went to his house and said, “Sir, you have told me something
which interests me enormously; you said you could find water by means of a
rod. I am going to build a presbytery where water will be wanted; come and
show me the place to dig a well.”
And so we set out, and on the way he cut a small fork-shaped rod from a
hedge. Arrived at my garden, he grasped it firmly in both hands, point
foremost, and started to walk. In a moment the rod turned up; he had hit
on a water point. He then put the rod in my hands and, elbows at side, I
moved off in the direction he had already taken. At the same place where
the rod had moved in his hands it moved in mine also, but more violently. “But you, too, are a dowser, M. le Cure,” he said. I was indeed a
dowser without having known it.
The Dowser
Starting from that day I practised assiduously, for practice makes the
senses keener. Is the dowser’s aptitude due to a sixth sense? Or is it not
rather the development by practice of one of the other five?
I soon became well known, and was much sought after when wells were
to be made, particularly during the dry years of 1920, 1921 and 1922.
The papers advertised me by publishing, without my knowledge, my results in the discovery of subterranean waters, the foundations of old and
forgotten strongholds, ancient cemeteries and buried treasures.
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2018
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Industry on a large scale applied to me for abundant supplies of noncalcareous water which could only be found at great depths, for instance
for the Devaux at St. Amand, where I located a spring at 80 metres which
rose 2.50m above the surface with a yield of 75 cubic metres (16,500 gallons) per hour; at Bury, near Soissons, for the ‘Distilleries du Soissonais,’
where I made them go down to 625 metres to get 500 cubic metres
(110,400 gallons) per hour rising 2.50 metres above the surface, with a
salinity of 3, and there we were in the chalk.
Finding ordinary water is easy, but to find the water one wants is not
within the power of everyone. This can only be done by using a “sample.”
(witness)
It was this faculty of being able to find water of a certain quality which
prompted my journey to the Canary Islands. The Canaries are a Spanish
possession in Africa between Morocco and Senegal. The country would
be the most fertile in the world if the water were not saline, but it hardly
ever rains there. When I went there for the first time in 1928, it had not
rained for four years.
But when I set foot on the island of Fuerteventura, floods of water fell
such as I had never seen. The papers had announced my arrival and the
falling of avalanches of water coinciding with my landing astounded the
inhabitants to such an extent that they almost regarded me as a supernatural being able to call forth water from the sky, as well as to make it
rise from the earth. I can assure you that they thought a lot of me.
I went three times to the Canary Islands to find non-saline water, as the
cultivation of the banana does not admit more than one per cent of salt
and that of the tomato, 3 per cent. I found it at a depth of 100 metres; it
is still being exploited, and brings wealth to the proprietors. Roumania,
Poland, Spain, Portugal, Belgium and the whole of France have seen my
efforts in the search for beneficent waters of qualities suitable to the needs
of particular industries.
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Hundreds of wells, I might say thousands, owe their origin to me. It is
true that I started at the age of 47 and
am now 86. As a seaside Cure I had
much leisure; outside the season,
which lasts from three to four months,
all my spare time from October to
Easter was dedicated to the search for
water and minerals.
Every week I went to Giromagny,
near Belfort, to show the miners the
direction they should take to reach
the threads of silver-bearing lead, or
again to the Central Plateau in the Cote d’Azur for the same mineral or
others like it.
After the Armistice of 1918, the Ministry of War summoned me to the
Camp de Sissonne to pass an examination before General Regnier and
two Commandants, Blochme and St. Sauveur. The soldiers had hidden
shells and pieces of shells in the ground, and I had to find out what kind
of shells they were - German, Austrian or French - and what the fragments were.
I made no mistakes, and the General, in view of this result, warned me
that if he were asked by the Ministry how to find shells buried in the
ground, he would say “Apply to the Abbe Bouly.” A week later I had a request from the ‘Recuperation Russe’ of the district of Arras, and week by
week I went there specially to discover unexploded shells. Three hundred
soldiers of Wrangel’s army with a Russian general at their head worked
under my direction, and I was myself accompanied by a Captain of Engineers of Douai, Carton by name, now, I think, a Colonel, as representing the Government.
I still have in my drawing-room an old earthenware jug which I brought
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back from a prospection near Dax, where I had been told of the possible
existence of treasure in an old house. Amongst the jugs, there were six
full of 5-franc pieces below the pavement under the staircase.
All these finds represent but part of my labours. They were easily done by
using the two methods of the ‘solar plane’ and the ‘sample,’ the one puts
me in resonance and the other enables me to identify the object of search.
Method of working
By the lectures I have given in Belgium and in all the large towns of
France, I have contributed to the diffusion of the art of Radiesthesia. The
word itself is due to me. It expresses the perception by some sense or
other of the mysterious waves which emanate from a body on which
light falls, especially sunlight.
The solar plane is this: Between sunrise and sunset, everything here below is in a state of vibration, the waves of which are directed towards the
sun; consequently, if you want to know where the object of your search
is to be found, you pass with your rod or pendulum between the place
where you are working (if you have reason to believe that your objective
is near there) and the sun; the reaction of the rod will occur if the object
is really there, and you will only have to follow the ray coming from it
which is like a line stretched between it and the sun.
As for the sample, it is a specimen of a similar nature to what you are
seeking; the object and the sample have the same wavelength. Passing
between them, the rod reacts.
Well-meaning people believe that Radiesthesia is an occult science, but it
has no connection with occultism; it is ‘wireless’ applied to waves emanating from objects affected by light. Wireless picks up sound waves and
even light waves; Radiesthesia picks up waves from material objects and
indicates their nature, the operator acting as a relay, the object as an emitter and the sample as a receiving station.
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The start of Medical Radiesthesia
It remains for me to say a word about
work on microbes. As founder and
first president of the Society of the
Friends of Radiesthesia I had to put
forward subjects for the associates to
study. I had explored the radiations
from underground water, metals and
minerals.
What new line could I take? A boundless field lay before me, the world of
microbic vibrations. I was bold enough
to tackle it, but to start with I had to learn something about microbes, to
study their nature and their influence on the human body.
Every week I went to Lille to work at the Faculty of Medicine under the
direction of Dr. Delassus, at that time Dean of the Faculty. Every week,
too, I worked in the hospitals at Boulogne and at Berck with the help and
approval of the doctors, who were keenly interested in these microbic
researches. At Liege, a university town in Belgium, I carried out some
sensational experiments before the Professors, which were highly successful and were much written up in the papers of that time.
At the hospital of San Jose in Las Palmas, I carried out diagnoses without
a mistake on each of the patients, who were brought to me lying on a bed
and covered up to the chin. In short, I was ready to receive patients. They
came in large numbers and the syndicate of doctors and chemists raised
no objection.
Everyone knew I was not working to compete with the doctors but was
following a scientific end. My object achieved, I shut my door and handed over my practice to one of my pupils, a Doctor of Medicine and excellent radiesthetist, and above all a tenacious investigator.
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2018
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Indirect Recognition of Radiesthesia
During my studies and investigations I had reason to congratulate myself
on the goodwill always shown me by those who could in any way assist
my efforts, and from whom I drew the ‘essential marrow’ as Montaigne
called it, and them I heartily thank.
In the Government of the Republic I found support and continuous encouragement and it has been generous in its marks of esteem.
1927

I was nominated Officier d’Academie

1935

Officier du Merite Agricole

1939

Officier de l’Ordre Intellectuel et Social

1949

Croix d’Honneur

1950

Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneur

This last distinction is the highest decoration the Government could
award me. In my person this Cross of the Legion of Honour, applies to
all our Radiesthetic Societies and this red ribbon should also find its true
place on the breast of many of our workers, collaborators from the first
to the latest hour and all deserving of commendation.
For my own part this title of legionary is the crown of a whole life dedicated to the service of God and the good of Humanity.
NOTE:
The Abbe Alexis Bouly was born at Condette (Pas-de-Calais) on December
11th, 1865; primary education in the village school; secondary at the Little
Seminary of Boulogne-sur-Mer. bachelor’s degree; higher education at the
Grand Seminary of Arras, then at the Sorbonne, England, Germany; Professor, then Superieur de College. Cure of Hardelot.
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Geopathic Stress Relief 3000 BC?
By William A. Gawn
Reprinted from the British Society of Dowsers, September 1998

T

he reason single standing stones, stone circles
and alignments were erected
has been the subject of much
discussion for many years.
Several suggestions have
been made, and possibly the
most popular one is that they
provided a place for ceremony and religious practices. There is some evidence from several sources to
support this theory, and it must be taken into account in any evaluation
of their purpose and use.
The lack of archaeological evidence is puzzling, and no obvious clues
have come from the few artefacts that have been found. What I intend to
do in this paper is to look at my own dowsing results and see if any clearer picture emerges.
The dowsing experiments that led up to the presentation of this paper
have been done over several years and repeated many times, and have on
occasions been verified by other dowsers and witnessed and participated
in by many non-dowsers and sceptics. I am fully aware that dowsing on
its own proves nothing unless the results can be observed in some way or
verification given by scientific equipment. For instance with water dowsing, where drilling takes place, it is easy to verify the correctness of the
dowsing.
Kinesiology
The only kind of verification that is possible at the moment for the energies that I am dowsing comes from a variation of Kinesiology, a muscle
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strength testing technique (Ref.1). This I have
used extensively and through its use have
gained valuable information relating to the effect of energies from the earth on the human
system.
For those who may not be fully familiar with
this technique, it is as follows. A subject is tested by holding their strongest arm out, horizontal with their shoulder and in line with
their body, and downward pressure is placed
just above their wrist by the person carrying
out the test using their hand. The strength of
the resistance offered is noted and any substantial variations recorded.
The first test is carried out with the subject standing on a neutral spot to
establish a norm. A neutral spot is where the subject is not directly over
underground water or in the path of a detrimental energy line. Then
other tests are done with the subject standing on specific positions that
are dowsed for, where either detrimental or beneficial energies exist. It is
essential that the subject has no knowledge of the expected result.
Dowsable energy fields
First I want to look at dowsable energy fields, which I believe to exist
around all objects, and the interaction of these fields with other things
including humans. It is important to realise that energy fields are three
dimensional in form, and to fully understand the movement of the energy within the field, it is essential to develop techniques that allow dowsing of vertical energy movements as well as horizontal. Vertical movement of energy within a field extends downward, beneath the surface of
the earth, as well as into the air above the earth.
Movement can be, but is quite often not, in a straight line. Most energy
movements are in the form of spirals and vortices and are connected by
energy lines in the form of loops. Sections of these energy forms are
Page 12
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dowsable as detrimental or beneficial in nature. Within all energy fields,
I have dowsed with 100% accuracy small spirals in groups of two, which,
if a subject stands with a foot on each and is tested for muscle resistance,
has given almost total collapse of muscle strength. (Recently, however, I
have had two sets of results where muscle depletion did not occur whilst
standing on spots of detrimental energy. I will refer to these two cases
later and the useful information gained from them.)
A second test carried out with the subject remaining on the same position but with the object, creating the energy field, removed, always shows
a return to normal muscle strength. The size of the object does not seem
to have any relationship to the degree of muscle strength depletion that
occurs. The size, however, does have a bearing on the distance that the
energy field extends away from the object.
When two objects are placed at a specific distance apart, there is a reaction between the two fields and there is destructive interference in both
fields. Also when three or more objects are placed so that they are in approximate alignment, all the energy fields are significantly altered in form
and nature. This change begins at about two or three degrees off alignment and continues until about the same beyond alignment. I will refer
to the significance of this later.
Underground water
I want to move on to the ways that underground water flows through the
earth’s crust. We are all aware that water flows horizontally through fissures in the rock structure. This is a view held by water dowsers and
verified where drilling has been done. It is believed that where people live
over such flows that it can be injurious to health. Those who dowse at
ancient sites also know of the existence of blind springs or water domes.
There is some confusion in dowsing circles whether blind springs are a
water or energy feature. My opinion is that they are essentially water but
as with other objects they display a field of energy around them that can
also be dowsed. Blind springs occur where water in a deeper flow is reDowsers Society of NSW – March 2018
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stricted to an extent that back pressure builds up and it is forced up vertical fissures until it is dispersed through other higher horizontal fissures.
The opposite can occur in that water running horizontally can meet up
with a vertical fissure and descend to a greater depth before flowing on.
The main difference is that usually it flows onward as a single stream,
whilst a blind spring can have many streams flowing from it. When muscle testing was done, I found that it is when the subject is standing on the
edge line of a stream coming from an ascending source that the muscle is
weak.
In the case of water from a descending source, it is when they are standing on the centre line of the stream that weakness of the muscle occurs.
Close observation through dowsing shows that where underground
streams flow from a blind spring, the energy that dowses as detrimental
will normally rise vertically to a considerable height into the air. This energy comes from the position of the edge lines.
Where water flows from descending shafts, the detrimental energy also
comes from the edge lines, but at the surface of the earth both lines come
together at the centre before it rises vertically into the air. When I dowsed
for the deep flows that feed blind springs at ancient sites as well as those
that flow away from descending shafts, I began to see interesting patterns
developing in the way that the stones related to the underground water
systems.
Stone circles are usually situated at the crossing point of two or more
large feeder streams coming from large blind springs, and the edge lines
of the widest of these correspond with some part of the outer edge of the
stone circle. Other large feeder streams that are less than the width of the
circle have the edge lines covered by at least one stone on each. One or
more blind springs will rise within the circle with many small streams
flowing away from them. The edge lines of these small streams are also
covered by stones. In the case where the small stream flows between two
stones, the edge lines will be covered by both stones. Where the small
Page 14
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stream flows directly beneath a stone, then the same stone covers both
edge lines. Examination of stone circles that are complete has shown that
all edge lines of underground streams coming from blind springs are covered by one or more stones. The situation is different in the case of most
single standing stones and stone alignments. In dowsing at a large number of single standing stones, I find that they are usually at the crossing
point of two or more deep feeder streams, but in these cases the water
comes from descending shafts instead of blind springs.
However there are some exceptions of a hybrid nature where water from
both ascending and descending sources flow beneath a single standing
stone. Where that is the case, the stone will be on the centre line of the
water from descending sources and cover the edge lines of the smaller
streams coming from ascending sources.
At stone alignments, I find that some, if not all, of the stones are on the
centre line of water from a descending source. In certain situations some
of the stones in an alignment can also be on the edge lines of other
streams coming from blind springs. These streams cross the alignment at
various angles and do not run parallel to it.
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Who’s Afraid of the Energy Vampire?
By Sandra Cowling
American Society of Dowsers, Summer 2004

W

hat is an Energy Vampire? She is anyone that
drains you of energy without
giving you anything back.
You may have met such people
at parties or family gatherings without even knowing it. All you realize is
that you are exhausted, irritable and want to escape. What is happening
is that you are under attack from an Energy Vampire who unconsciously
siphons off your vital force.
When this act is deliberate and controlled by the other person in some
way, we normally refer to this as a psychic attack. And just as your autoimmune system can turn against you with certain ailments, you can drain
yourself of energy with fears, worries, and phobias. You are literally your
own worst enemy when this happens, an Energy Vampire.
Judith Orloff’s new book ‘Positive Energy’ has a whole chapter identifying
types of people that benefit by unconsciously tapping into your energy
field. Most of them are chronically needy people who demand your attention (non-stop talkers, joke-tellers, sob-sisters, the blamers, the Drama Queens, and the vindictive ones with endless insults.) Dr. Orloff
suggests some ways to deal with these people.
Her simplest remedy for conserving your energy levels is to limit your
exposure to these ‘walking wounded.’ If you are trapped with one in a car
or plane, gently set time limits for enduring their complaints and sly gossip. The less time you listen to them, the less drained you will feel.
Grounding techniques with deep breathing can help staunch your energy
loss when they won’t stop talking.
Page 16
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You may try to visualize yourself as a tree with roots sinking into the
earth as a metaphor for grounding. Picturing energy soaking up from the
earth into your ‘tree roots’ and your gently waving ‘branches’ pulling in
new energy from the sky can help recharge your battery.
Joe H. Slate, Ph.D., in his book ‘Psychic
Vampires: Protection from Energy Predators Parasites’ told of a study funded by
the Parapsychology Foundation of New
York that showed that certain persons
were highly skilled at deliberately tapping
into and directly feeding upon the aura
of others.
By draining energy from another person’s
aura, these so-called psychic vampires not
only deplete the aura’s energy resources, they interrupt the capacity of the
aura’s central core to generate new energy, particularly when the interaction is prolonged.
With direct observations of the aura, as well as aura photographs taken
before and after a psychic vampire interaction, showed the victim’s aura
becoming severely de-energized and constricted following an attack while
the vampire’s aura became energized and expansive.
His research led him to a very effective energy shield that anyone can
use to ward off such an attack. Dr.
Slate calls this the ‘Finger Interlock
Technique’.
Developed in their labs, this technique is easy to use, and its effects
are instant. Simply bring together
the tips of your thumb and middle
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2018
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finger to form a circle with each hand. Then, join these circles together
like links on a chain while envisioning your body surrounded in a bright
sphere of impenetrable energy.
Relax your hands and quietly affirm, “I am now energized and fully protected.” You can build this energy shield in seconds to bring peace of
mind in any uncomfortable situation. Dr. Slate claims that as an added
bonus this technique can help you overcome stage-fright, improve memory, and induce instant relaxation when stressed.
The quartz crystal is another unsurpassed talisman to protect against psychic attacks. Once the crystal is programmed (see method below) and
kept in close contact with your body, the protective shield remains in
place to provide constant protection. This method is particularly useful
when you live or work with psychic vampires. If you suspect this is the
case, divining the identity of your personal energy parasite by querying
your pendulum, bobber or muscle-testing is advised.
The choice of crystals can be
optimised with a quick energy
scan of the ones available. First
state your goal of complete
protection from psychic attack,
and then slowly pass your
hand, palm side down, across
the assortment.
Select the crystal that seems to
stand out from the others, and while holding it, note how it feels to you.
Using your pendulum to pick the best of the lot is also useful.
Briefly hold your crystal under cool running water and then let it air dry
to clear it before installing the new shielding program. This mental programming is done by holding the crystal in your hand while gently stroking it, and verbally inviting it to be your energy partner to neutralize and
Page 18
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defeat psychic attacks aimed at you. To save the program, simply say,
“Please stay.”
Long-term contacts with energy vampires can visibly age your appearance and leave you with a long list of symptoms: a significant loss of energy, difficulty concentrating, sleep disturbances, irritability, short-temper, depressed, anxious, sexual indifference, and impaired memory.
Besides the aforementioned techniques to protect your energy field, the
best defence against psychic vampirism is a strong internal energy system, a state of inner balance and attunement, and mastery of relevant
psychic empowerment strategies.
When you are sabotaging your
own energy with negative emotions and unfounded fears, it is
time to try some EFT or Emotional Freedom Technique.
This is a way to release these fears
rapidly by tapping on certain
points of the body. I first heard of
this method online with the Digital Dowser’s group.
Someone mentioned their great
success dealing with emotional
troubles by using this method.
I clicked on the website link mentioned and started reading some of the
success stories of people overcoming their fear of flying, water, spiders,
and snakes along with defusing traumatic events that may have caused
these fears. People have successfully lost weight, reframed their attitudes,
and defused strong emotions in the heat of the moment with EFT. Typically, dowsers concentrate on clearing external noxious energies from
their environment. EFT is a way to clear the inner emotional baggage by
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2018
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simply tapping on the body and verbalizing a problem (either physical or
emotional) at the same time.
An engineer named Gary Craig perfected this self-help technique. He
mapped out 14 points to tap on your head, chest and hand that relate to
energy meridians in the body. You gently tap these in sequence as you
mutter a ‘reminder phrase’ that sounds a lot like bitching and moaning.
His stock ‘setup’ wording to begin each round of tapping is repeated
three times as you rub a Sore Spot on your chest or tap the outer edge of
your hand (Karate Chop Point).
This helps focus on the emotion or event that you want to release. Normally, it takes a round or two of tapping to bring the intensity of your
feelings about the problem down to zero to clear it completely. This is
where a simple muscle-test or dowsing exercise to test whether the problem is completely cleared has really been helpful to me. Mr. Craig uses a
subjective scale called SUDS (from 0 to 10) to describe how emotionally
charged an issue is for the client or yourself.
For example, I was suffering from pollen allergies last spring with runny
nose and weepy eyes and wanted to see what EFT could do to relieve my
symptoms. I used the setup phrase: “Even though I have a runny nose and
weepy eyes, I love and accept myself completely” and repeated it three times
while tapping on the edge of my hand. Then I muttered the reminder
phrase “runny nose” as I tapped the inner corner of my eyebrow several
times; “weepy eyes” as I tapped the side of the eye spot “Itchy eyes” as I
tapped under my eye .... etc.
When I finished tapping the finger points, I asked myself “on a scale of 0
to 10, what level is my intensity for these allergy symptoms?” I did a fingernail traction test and came up with a 4, so I needed to repeat the tapping
sequence again. The new setup phrase was “Even though I have remaining itchy eyes and runny nose symptoms, I love and accept myself completely” which I repeated three times aloud as I tapped the Karate Chop
Point on my hand again. When I finished the second round of tapping,
Page 20
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my nose was surprisingly clear and my eyes felt much better. It worked!
EFT is really easy to learn. I found an unusual audio introduction to
EFT where a lady talks you through the tapping sequence while suggesting that you “deserve more prosperity.” Here is the website link:
http://prosperityplace.com/eft.
A wealth of success stories in treating phobias, traumas, depression and
many other problems with this amazingly simple self-help method can
be found at: http://www.emofree.com/
Whether the enemy is within or not, shielding your energy from leaking
away is a worthwhile endeavor. If you run low, you can always spend
some time in natural settings with fresh air and sunshine to recharge your
sense of well-being. Reiki practitioners can give you a direct healing dose
of pure energy as well. We are electric beings with currents of energy
flowing through us until we pass on. Nurture yourself and steer clear of
the Energy Vampires.
“When we live surrounded by people, some of the passion and insight natural
to us leaks away through the sieve of small talk. Alone, we are forced to pay
attention to the question marks.”
Ardis Whitman in ‘Secret Joys of Solitude’.
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Send form with Cheque or Money order
(do not send cash) to:
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
C/- Maureen Flowers, 1/12-14 Matthew St
Hunters Hill, NSW 2110
- See opposite for direct Deposit option

$40.00 Renew, ordinary member
$35.00 Renew concession member
$5.00 Additional family member
$50.00 Enrol a new friend as a gift

Postcode:

Surname:

Tear off here and mail with your payment






Mobile:

Telephone:

Email:

State:

First name:

Suburb:

Address line 2:

Address line 1:

Title:

Membership Renewal Form

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc

Your Membership Renewal
is now due.
Unless you renew, or have renewed,
this will be your last newsletter

D

owsing offers some personal solutions, and the Dowsers Society of
NSW Inc. endeavours to provide training, and relevant information,
via monthly presentations and newsletter articles.
You can stay tuned to Dowsing, participate in learning, as well as support
the Society, by renewing your membership, either in person at the meeting, or by mail.
You can tear off and send the Membership Renewal Form, located on
the opposite page, with a cheque or money order made out to Dowsers
Society of NSW Inc. However, our preferred method of payment is by
bank deposit. Just make sure to mention your name on the deposit, so
we know who has renewed.
Details of our account are as follows:
		
		
		
		
		

Account name: 		
BSB: 				
Account number:
Bank: 				

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
032 298
173532
Westpac Banking Corporation

Important: make sure to put your name as a reference

Enrol a Friend
Looking for a nice and meaningful gift for a friend?
Look no further, offer them a yearly membership to the Society. Your gift
will endure as they receive 12 information packed newsletters, and will
be able to attend our monthly meetings as a member.
Dowsers Society of NSW – March 2018
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Library News

W

e have a new book in the library, recommended by a member; we
have two others by this author already in the library, all reviewed
below. Warning, her books are very detailed and a bit technical!
The Power of Eight
By Lynne McTaggart
This book is particularly relevant to people
involved in a healing group. This book is
about the miraculous power we hold to heal
ourselves, others, and the world. This power
is unleashed the moment we stop thinking
about ourselves and gather with others into
a group.
But what is it about a group of people thinking a single thought at the same time that
produces such dramatic effects? The author
goes into detail about this, and meticulously records her scientific results,
which you can skim over if you like! Very
interesting.
The Field
By Lynne McTaggart
Not for the faint hearted, this book covers
the results of various experiments in Quantum Physics, both early research and contemporary research studies.
This book is organized in three parts with
12 detailed chapters covering the following
subjects: The prologue gives us a look at ‘the
coming revolution.’ Part One (The ResonatPage 24
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ing Universe) covers light in the darkness, the sea of light, beings of light,
the language of the cell and the resonating with the world. Part Two (The
Extended Mind) explains the creative observer, sharing dreams, the extended eye and the endless here and now. Part Three (Tapping into the
Field) covers the healing field, telegram from Gaia and the zero point
age.
The Intention Experiment
By Lynne McTaggart
An extraordinary advance in our understanding of consciousness as a field of all
possibilities where intention orchestrates its
own fulfillment.
If you want to empower yourself and use
the laws of intention to manifest your material reality, read this book.
						Helen

Quotation
It’s not the things we have,
the money we make,
the photos we take,
or the popularity we gain that defines us.
It’s the unforgettable marks we make on others hearts and lives
that will cause us to bloom.
It’s leaving people a little better off that matters.
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Speaker for April 15th, 2018
Barry Eaton
- The Secrets of Life After Death -

enowned book author, psychic intuitive and broadcaster Barry Eaton has
written a number of books on life after
death.
He will join us to answer all the questions
people have on life after death. Filled with
amazing stories and firsthand accounts,
including Barry’s own remarkable experiences.
So what does happen when someone dies? What does it feel like?
Why do some people find it hard to leave places and loved ones behind? And how do people who die in accidents and other sudden
deaths fare? How does our grief affect those who have passed on?
Based on his own amazing experiences of life between lives and his
numerous communications with those who have passed over, Barry
Eaton answers many questions about the spirit world. Well-known
both as a mainstream journalist and broadcaster, and for his internet
radio show RadioOutThere.com, Barry Eaton gives regular talks and
lectures, as well as one-on-one sessions as a psychic intuitive.
He has written two books: ‘No Goodbyes’ and ‘Afterlife: Uncovering
the Secrets of Life After Death’, and is currently writing a third one
about past lives and reincarnation.
You can read more or hear him on radiooutthere.com/blog/about/
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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